
Recipient of the IPAA WA 2021 Regional Young Professional Scholarship, Ben Dang (WA Country Health 
Service), reviews his attendance at the 2022 IPAA WA Young Professional Conference. 

To enrich our lives and to help humanity evolve requires people to connect with themselves, other people, the land 
and the stars above - Aboriginal people live this way. The 2022 Public Sector Young Professional’s Conference 
started with Shaun Nannup’s1 spiritual and unique Welcome to Country. Shaun guided us through a peaceful 
journey of introspection, setting the day’s tone of working for the greater good and finding wisdom from others, 
whilst we overlooked the stunning Swan River. Representing Deloitte, our conference sponsor, Matt Judkins2 
strengthened this theme, asking us to reflect on how our role fits into the bigger picture for Western Australia, and 
how we could shape the system. 

The importance of young professionals finding their passion was driven home by Anas Ghadouani’s3 charming 
keynote. Anas is passionate about engineering for sustainability. He utilises this passion to positively influence 
others by telling his connected story. This passion has allowed him to work on a range of successful sustainability 
projects and lead an inspiring teaching programme at the University of Western Australia.  For those searching for 
direction, Anas recommends reviewing the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals to re-frame or guide 
your driving passions. 

Leaders are never ready. If a new opportunity makes you nervous, it’s a sign that you will learn and grow. Creating 
your own opportunities was the central theme of the panel discussion between Marzia Zamir4, Lorissa Kelly5 and 
Ryan Hall6. The three shared how critical it was to be proactive in their careers, to choose their own leader and to 
adopt a positive mindset. Ryan’s regional experience resonated particularly well with me, as the opportunities for 
showing initiative were endless especially when your inexperience can be leveraged as a strength. Stephanie 
Addison-Brown’s7 following presentation echoed Ryan’s sentiment, encouraging young professionals to experience 
regional work to further ourselves and our careers. Stephanie shared that if you’re coming from the city, remember 
that “visibility builds trust” and rapport with regional towns. 

Deloitte hosted an engaging and thought-provoking workshop. We were thrown back into primary school, utilising 
our creativity with Play-Doh and other crafts to create a visual model of the world we currently live in, and the world 
in the future. This future was sustainable, accessible and inclusive. We created a personal manifesto of our current 
selves, our values and our goals serving as a framework for our own career development. 

“Learn to feel comfortable whilst uncomfortable” was my biggest takeaway from Kelly Barnes8 and Kaylene Gulich9. 
Climate change is now cognisant in Australia’s Public Service which has created countless opportunities for young 
professionals. Kelly and Kaylene spoke to the importance of Environmental and Social Governance in our public 
service, as these considerations will impact everyone particularly us younger people. Within this space, 
multidisciplinary teams are needed as you don’t necessarily have to be the subject matter expert but can be the 
knowledge broker. Kaylene’s key advice was that your career is yours, and yours only. You can define what you 
want to achieve and what motivates you.  

I’d like to thank The Institute of Public Administration Australia WA for their overwhelming amount of support 
through the Regional Young Professional Scholarship, allowing me to attend this conference. As a young 
professional living without family support in Derby, one of the most remote places in Western Australia, the 
opportunity to learn and meet young, like-minded people is invaluable. I’d encourage all WA’s young professionals 
to attend IPAA’s events and to maximise opportunities available to you. 
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